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Subject: Latge scale promotions in the grade of DGMs,- proper utilization for
meeting shortages thereof

It gives me immense pleasure to invite your attention to the recent
promotions to the grade of DGM undertaken by BSNL Corporate
Office. A total
of around 658 executives have been promoted in two rounds within March,
2016' While this creates a welcome opportunity for the executives waiting
for
their career progression which has lately been marred by legal wrangles,
this
also gives the Circle Heads a lot of freedom and space in uliiirirrg
the services of
the promoted executives in order to achieve the largets fixed for the
respective
circles-

These promotions have been the result of the bold initiatives
undertaken
by the BSNL Management along with the support team in the corpor.t"
office.
Also, the allocation of the DGMs has been made in the most
.1.rdi.io.r" w.y
possibie, given the shortages in the grade. Accorclingly, this
effort need.s to be
suitably complemented by the most efficacious placement of these
mid-ievel
management executiveslwho provide vaiuable support to the organization
in the
SSAs as well as the -Circle offices. This asdumes significance
because
performance of the Circles will be assessed. accordingly.

This enjoins a significant responsibility on all Circle Heads to post
the
DGMs allocated to respective Circles at suitable points prioritizing
the SSAs in
order to augment the performance and output of ihe Company.
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[Sujata T. R;ay)/

Director [HR]
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